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ON DEVELOPABILITY

H. H. HUNG

Abstract. The converse of an old result of Bing turns out to be a very

interesting characterization of developability. It is interesting in the sense

that it provides a unifying framework for certain classical results of Bing,

F. B. Jones, Heath and Wicke and Worrell, strengthening some of them in the

process, without much effort.

In this paper, we give a conceptually simple and easily demonstrable formulation

of developability, from which naturally and with ease follow certain classical results

of Bing, F. B. Jones, Heath and Wicke and Worrell, in various strengths. The

characterization given here (Theorem 1) is really the converse of a result primarily

due to Bing (Theorem 9 of [1]), formulated around a notion strongly suggestive

of and therefore capable of relating to (i) that of a cr-discrete network of Siwiec

and Nagata [14] and therefore that of a cr-space of Okuyama [13], (ii) that of a

primitive base of Wicke and Worrell [15], [16] and of course (iii) that of metrizability,

especially in Bing's formulation.

Earlier ideas of Theorem 1 can be found in Green's Theorem 4.1 of [6], Burke's

Theorem 2.1 of [3] and Proposition 2.1 of [4] and Brandenburg's Theorem 2.4 of

[2]. We also provide a weaker characterization of developability in the end of the

paper in the hope that readers may see in it even more possibilities.

Theorem 1. A topological space X is developable if there is a o-discrete family

C = UneN Cn °f closed sets, each member C of which is contained in a neighbour-

hood C such that if U is a neighbourhood of £ £ X, then there is such a F £ C that

£ G T C f C U. (And conversely.)

PROOF.   Clearly, we may assume that, for all n £ N,

Cn\J(Cn\{C}) = <t),    ifGGCn.

For every n£N, let

An = {C:C£Cn}U{X\\JCn}.

Noting that if x £ C £ Cn, then St(x, An) = C, we can see that A = UneN ^« *8

a development.    D
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Looking at Theorem 1 above, would one not ask the question that if C is in place,

under what circumstances can the G's be produced and arrive at the following

theorem?

THEOREM 2. A topological space is developable if it has a o-discrete (closed)

network and a point-countable base.

PROOF. Let there be a cr-discrete network C = UneN ^n a^ a poimVcountable

base B. Clearly, for every G £C, the family

B(C) = {B:B£B,CCB}

is at most countable and every Cn can be repeated countably many times to let

every memeber of B(C) serve as G at least once. That if U is a neighbourhood of

f, there is such a T G C that £ G T C f C U can be seen in the following: B being
a base, there is a B £ B such that £ £ B C U. C being a network, there is a G G C

such that £ G G C B, a fact ensuring that B £ B(C), incidentally.   D
REMARK. Theorem 2 is not quite as strong as Heath's theorem that semimetriz-

able spaces with point-countable bases are developable [7] (see also [10]), since first

countable cr-spaces are semimetrizable. But its proof is so much more immediate.

If, on the other hand, the G's are in place, we can seek to produce C as follows:

THEOREM 3. A topological space with a primitive base [5], [15], [16] is developable

if (and only if) it has a (countable) symmetric neighbourhood system, i.e., if the

space has at every point x a neighbourhood base {VXin: n £ N} such that for all y, z

and all n £ N, z £ Vy<n & y £ Vz¡n [8].

PROOF. Let {Wn- n £ N} be a primitive base (see Definition 1.1 of [15]). For

every n G N and every W £ lVn, let

Wk = W\ \J{U: U < W}\ \J{VX)k: x £ W},    for every k £ N.

Clearly, for every n G N, the family {Wk: W £ lVn, k £ N} is cr-discrete and closed

and covers the space; and the family {Wk: W £ Wn, k £ N, n £ N} therefore fits

the description of the family in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.     D

REMARKS. Clearly, the role played by the symmetric neighbourhood system

in the theorem above can be taken up by the following requirement: On every

well ordered family of open sets (11, <), there are countably many functions /*

into the collection of closed sets such that (i) U f(W) = W\ \J{U: U < W} and

Cl \J{p(U): U < W} C U{^: U < W}. See also 4.3 of [16]. Incidentally, the
proof of Theorem 3 above contains a proof of the converse of Theorem 1.

If Theorem 1 is placed beside Bing's characterization of metrizability as the

availability of a cr-discrete base, one immediately sees the following:

THEOREM 4. A To Moore space is metrizable if (and only if) on it (*) the union

of any discrete family of closed sets can be covered by a o-discrete family of open

sets so that every member of the latter family intersects exactly one member of the

former family.

REMARKS, (i) Property (*) in general does not imply normality, as the Tychonoff

Plank, the most elementary and most cited counterexample of normality, would

show, prompting us to wonder aloud whether we have been in some sense barking

up the wrong tree when we expect solutions of the metrization problem of Moore
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spaces to be always in the form of a property somewhere between normality and

collectionwise normality.

(ii) Clearly, in Theorem 4, the cr-discreteness of the covering open family postu-

lated to exist can be weakened to cr-local finiteness without compromising the con-

clusion. Further, even the requirement of developability can be relaxed. Theorem

4 remains true on spaces on which there is a cr-discrete family C = UneN ^« °^

closed sets, each member G of which is covered by a countable family of open sets

C(i) such that if U is a neighbourhood of £ G X, then there is such a T £ C that

i; G T n f(i) C f (i) C U, for some ».
(iii) Theorem 4 is true among To spaces, because Bing's metrization theorem is

true among To spaces (cf. 2.1 of [9]).

The statement of Theorem 1 permits a direct derivation of the following classical

result of F. B. Jones [12].

THEOREM 5. Developable spaces on which all discrete families of closed sets are

countable are second countable (and therefore metrizable if they are also T3).

To further exploit Theorem 1, we apply it to the chrysanthemum [11] which is

defined as follows.

Definition. A topological space X is a chrysanthemum, if X = U{-^í: £ <

a} for some ordinal a such that (i) there is such a closed subset A C X that (a)

Aç\A is open, for all £ < a, and (b) A^ n A„ = A, for all £ ^ r¡, £, n < a; and
(ii) on every A^, discrete families of closed subsets are countable.

REMARKS. All hereditarily separable spaces and, in particular, separable metric

spaces are chrysanthemums, as are all Lindelöf spaces and all countably compact

spaces. Kowalsky's hedgehogs are also chrysanthemums. For the purpose of the

present application, the following additional property on the chrysanthemum is

useful:

(iii) every neighbourhood of A contains within it a closed neighbourhood of A, a

property also shared by all the spaces mentioned above.

THEOREM 6. To Moore chrysanthemums with property (iii) are metrizable (and

all metrizable spaces are subspaces of countable products of such spaces).

PROOF. Let X = U{-^€: £ < 0} be a chrysanthemum, such that (i), (ii) and

(iii) above are true. Let there be a cr-discrete family C = UneN ^n OI" closed sets

of the description of that in Theorem 1. For every m £ N, let

Dm = {C£Cm:CnA^Ç>},    and   £m = Cm\Dm.

Clearly Dm is countable and can be ordered into

{Dm,i,Dm,2, •••}•

Clearly also, we can assume that G C A^, if G G £m and G D A¿ ^ 0; and, for

every £ < a,

£m(tl) = {C:C££m,CCAi}

is countable and can be ordered into

{Em(t:, i),Em(t:, 2),...}.
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For every j £ N, the set X\ Up<q Em(£,j) being an open neighbourhood of A,

there is a closed neighbourhood Gm,j of A within it. If we let

Fm(H,3) = (Èm(t;,j) n (Ai\A))\Gm,,-,

we have

7m,j = {Fm(^j): i<a}

which is discrete, because there is an open cover (of X)

{(A^A): £< a} U {Int Gm,,}

each memeber of which intersects at most one member of 7m,f, and therefore a

cr-discrete base for X in the following family:

{7m,j- m,j £ N} U {{Dm,j}: m,j £ N},

and consequently the metrizability of X.    D

In the way that Theorem 2.1 of [9] generalizes Bing and many others simul-

taneously, we can generalize Theorem 1 to Theorem 7 below that is redolent of

Brandenburg, in the hope that readers may see in it even more possibilities.

THEOREM 7. A topological space X is developable if there is a o-conservative

(i.e. o-closure-preserving) family C = UneN^« of closed sets, each member C of

which is contained in a neighbourhood C such that, for every £ G X,

{f]{C^£C£Cn}:^£\JCn}
is a neighbourhood base.

PROOF. Let there be given a cr-conservative C = UneN Cn of closed sets of the

description above. For every x £X and every n G N, mindful that f)0 = X, let

U(x, n) = Int f|{G: x £ C £ Cn}\ \J{C: x£C£ Cn}.

Noting that, for every £ G X, iï £ G U(x, n), then x £ C £ Cn when £ £ C and

consequently U(x, n) C Int f){C: £ G G G Cn}, we can see that

\J{U(x,n):x£X}
neN

is a development of X.   □
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